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A RAD Idea
programs were making it impossible to fulfill
The history of public housing in America
their mandate. They argued against federal
dates back to President Franklin D. Roosevelt
regulation and pressed for income-targeting
and the New Deal. Even then, the primary
flexibility and funding fungibility in exchange
driver behind the construction of public housfor tougher compliance standards.
ing units was job creation. Since that time,
In response, I wrote the Quality Housing
developers and investors had very little interand Work Responsibility Act which,
est in the success or failure of these
among other reforms, collapsed
properties, as long as such properdozens of programs into a more
ties were located far enough away
efficient and flexible two: a Capital
as to have little or no impact on
Fund and an Operating Fund. The
their own market-rate units.
bill was signed into law by President
Until now, that is. Many develClinton in 1999, and shortly thereafopers now believe that a proter, Congress authorized $3 billion
gram rolled out in 2013, the
for the Capital Fund.
Rental Assistance Demonstration
Unfortunately, by 2013, fundProgram, is the most dynamic
Rick Lazio
ing for the program had declined
opportunity available in the affordto $1.875 billion. Most observable-housing arena.
ers concluded that such a shortfall was
The RAD program was a response to the
unsustainable.
growing gap between the amount of federal
Accepting this reality, U.S. Secretary of
capital subsidy grants available and the proHousing and Urban Development and Shaun
jected costs of maintaining an aging stock of
Donavan guided the creation of RAD, which
public housing. Many of these building are
allows for the voluntary conversion of pubmore than 50 years old and are falling victim—
lic housing units to income-restricted units
literally—to long-deferred maintenance.
with project-based Section 8 subsidies. The
The challenges associated with maintainamount of the subsidy is equivalent to the
ing quality public housing are not new. When
previously existing subsidies for the particuI chaired the U.S. House of Representatives
lar building in which the units that are being
Subcommittee for Housing and Community
converted.
Opportunity in the 1990s, public housing
The conversion also generally results in a
authorities (PHAs) around the country were
15- or 20-year Section 8 contract that includes
warning that the dozens of boutique grant

an Operating Cost Adjustment Factor rent
increase each year. The property is transferred
into a new entity, usually a limited partnership, and a private not-for-profit or a for-profit
entity becomes a partner. With the collateral
of a long-term subsidy contract, the new entity
is able to take on debt and attract new equity,
usually in the form of either 9 percent or 4 percent equity from the Low Income Tax Credit
program.
Clearly, the RAD program is of benefit to
private investors. While converting public
housing to Section 8 subsidy, RAD ensures
long-term affordability and other protections
to existing residents.
Today, there are approximately 1.1 million
households living in public housing units in
the U.S. HUD provides federal aid to the 3,300
PHAs that manage these units. The largest of
these, the New York City Housing Authority,
officially houses 620,000 people and has historically been skeptical of efforts to attract private capital.
Now, however, NYCHA chair Shola Olatoye
is changing the way the authority is funding, operating and rehabilitating its housing
stock. This effort includes a RAD application
for 24 buildings comprising 1,400 units in Far
Rockaway, Queens. The housing authority
estimates that this community alone needs
about $174 million in major improvements
and upgrades over the next two decades.

Facing $17 billion in total unmet capital repair
needs, RAD has become a key component of
NextGeneration NYCHA, NYCHA’s 10-year
strategic plan to modernize public housing
in the city.
The response by PHAs across the nation
has likewise been encouraging. The original
law authorizing RAD envisioned it as a pilot,
and conversions were limited to 60,000 units.
This cap was quickly eclipsed and last year
advocates were successful in raising the cap
to 185,000 units.
The current Senate Appropriations bill
increases the authorization to 250,000 units
and further authorizes RAD conversions for
Section 202 properties, which provide housing for the elderly.
There are several important issues that
must be taken into consideration before a
conversion to the RAD program. (Flexibility
in ownership, property-management questions and more.) But ultimately, PHAs are
driving an exciting transformation toward a
modern asset management and development
model that benefits investors, owners, managers and residents alike. We are still learning
during the early stages of this evolution, but
the path is promising.
Rick Lazio is a former U.S. congressman, partner of Jones Walker LLP. He can be reached at
rlazio@joneswalker.com.

STEIN’S LAW

The Next Next Big Thing In Real Estate Finance… Really
Real estate funds invest in all kinds of
things. Some of those investments do well.
Some don’t. Lately, the returns from funds
haven’t looked so great. As funds have grown
in size and number and the real estate market
has grown ever more competitive, funds have
had trouble finding their holy grail of “off market deals.” As a result, it has become increasingly difficult for funds to meet their investors’
expectations for high returns. Also, as we all
know and recall with pain, if anyone wants to
invest directly in or finance commercial real
estate, the potential dead-deal costs are substantial and the process of finding, vetting and
negotiating a transaction is often arduous.
In the meantime, in other parts of the economy, transactions of all kinds have become
easier to find, structure, understand and
close. AirBnB, Uber, Amazon and eBay are just
a few disruptive examples at the low end. At
the high end, if anyone wants to buy shares
of Apple or GE, they can do it from anywhere
through any device and at minimal cost.
Real estate investment too has certainly
started to move online in the form of crowdfunding websites, primarily for long-dated
equity.
The landscape now offers a range of
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for borrowers or lenders, these two clients
crowdfunding options, with varying levels of
are creating more efficient capital structures
real estate expertise, disclosure and complibased on disintermediation and transparency.
ance culture. Some say they are the alternative
The initial results: broader access to real estate
lenders of the future. For the most part, longinvestment opportunities and more favorable
time industry professionals have barely raised
financing for real estate investors.
an eyebrow. They argue that these crowdfundOur clients in this project, Aristone Capital
ing sites have so far just financed a combinaand Propellr LLC (both of whom
tion of non-institutional “fix and
approved this article), have teamed
flips” or adversely selected assets
up with Centennial Property
that could not obtain traditional
Finance to offer real estate borrowfinancing and turned to crowders a complete debt stack through
funding in desperation. These old
a combination of bank debt and
hands view the talk of “disrupting”
securities sold to investors through
and revolutionizing the industry
an online syndication platform.
with a high degree of skepticism.
Under this partnership, Aristone
And traditionally, the real estate
and Centennial underwrite, negoworld has resisted any form of
Joshua Stein
tiate and close a single bank loan
change whatsoever, let alone disto a real estate borrower that they
ruption or revolution.
would not have been able to lend to individOthers in the industry, a minority, have a
ually. The borrower sees only a single loan
different view. We are working with two clion familiar terms, without having to deal
ents who believe the key to success in real
with multiple layers of debt. The bank keeps
estate will depend on collaborations and
a senior participation that falls within the
partnerships between fin-tech companies
leverage it will accept. An Aristone affiliate
and existing institutions, rather than brashly
provides the remaining proceeds and syntrying to speed past and ignore a huge indusdicates most of that participation through
try that has been in place, and done busiPropellr to small institutional investors and
ness in certain ways, for decades. Whether

high net worth investors. Those investors are
more than happy to sit in the junior seat in a
senior secured commercial real estate loan,
while earning a double-digit yield. The entire
syndication and selling process takes place
online and is documented through a streamlined, comprehensible and user-friendly participation agreement, which we wrote.
Propellr isn’t focused only on commercial real estate. It’s designed to support similar offerings of debt or equity securities in a
range of alternative asset classes (e.g., credit
card debt, real estate equities, business loans,
car rental financing, or any other type of loan
or securities previously available only to select
institutions). In any of these areas, sophisticated sponsors can use Propellr to achieve
more efficient financing. Financial institutions can use it to recapture some of the business they’ve lost through regulatory changes.
With our help, the system that Aristone,
Centennial and Propellr have developed
demonstrates how technology can and will
change commercial real estate finance. Pay
attention!
Joshua Stein is the principal of Joshua Stein PLLC.
He can be reached at joshua@joshuastein.com.

